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About This Content

A collection of level-boosting items including:

“Level All +1" - Raise everyone’s level by 1
“Level All +3" - Raise everyone’s level by 3

Use these items via the Setup\Items\DLC sub-menu from the Lobby.
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Title: Lost Dimension: Level All Bundle
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
FURYU Corporation
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5 3.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card
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Nicely challenging without being mind-numbingly difficult. I love the premise and the music is fantastic. Occasionally
frustrating, but with a little patience, you can crack most of the levels easily. Deserves to find a bigger audience.. Best 40 cent
i've ever spent.. This is one of the greatest games I have ever played in my entire life.. Pros:
+ Lots of new play modes
+ Some heroes have really fun abilities to toy with
+ Good amount of new content for the price

Cons:
- None\/Same cons as the base game; if you liked the base game, then you will probably like this expansion

Overall: This expansion pack to the base game offers a few new game "modes". Essentially, you now have the option to
change your hero to a lot of new heroes. Instead of the normal "Adventurer" you can now be a Shadow Operative or a
Warlord. These heroes have various abilities and weaknesses that make the game easier in some ways, harder in others.
The monk, for example, absolutely destroys undead but cannot amass wealth. It changes the core game strategy enough
to make it feel fresh again. Some are challenging, some are just plain fun. Most are both at once.

Bottom Line: Worth it if you like the base game.. A very dull, simplistic RTS that allows for easy, tedious stalemates.
Pass on this one, it isn't worth it.. A really nice point-and-click where you have to impersonate detective Grimoire, who
has to solve an enigmatic murder in a quite mysterious and full of secrets swamp. The atmosphere is magical and
fairytale-like, the stereotyped characters can be funny but also shady, the music is lovely; gameplay is simple: ask
questions, show evidences, obtain informations, sign them as suspicious/not suspicious and finally deduce. Very
recommended.. I ran into the same save file corruption bug that everyone else is talking about. A pity; if it were not for
that I could give this game a mildly positive review. It's an okay HOG, and the creepy atmosphere is nicely done, but
it's not good enough to justify restarting from the beginning.. A very fun little platformer type game. Would definitely
reccommend on sale. Challenging enough, but a very pleasant casual style.
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Loved it! retro through and through

Great for Speedrunners, and also great for people like me, who enjoys casual gaming :D loved it!. Clunky AI of units +
spamming of enemies (they always know where you are) + insane difficulty (on novice)+ no unit balance (only heavy units are
useful) + useless mechs (too expensive to repair on missions) = crappy game (but can be ok sfter some tweaking and patching)..
I got this game when it was called Anno 1404, and back then it was one of my favorite games. Somehow its retained its charm
and aged well and I enjoy it even more today (nostalga plus getting better). This is one of those gems that if you like resource
managment, city building-like kind of games, it will be one of your favorites.
My friends and I agree, best Anno game out there, esspeically with Venice. Good point and click hidden object. The Follow the
ghost style plot the carry through the entire series. Decent.. So, I bought it when it was on sale (probably like 0.99 cents) and i
have to say that was a bargain. For a horror-indie game, it's actually on another level. Kinda sad that you can't save mid-game,
but that's just for the gameplay. Interesting storyline and still can't figure out how to not fu****g break that vase.

Vote: 8,5/10. I've had the pleasure of playing this game local multiplayer at various expos and conventions quite a bit. Armed &
Gelatinous is a unique indie gem that should be a staple in any local-multiplayer game fan's library. The risk\/reward of growing
large with guns and becoming a slower, bigger target leads to a lot of excitement during heated 4 player matches. Strategizing
where to put your weapons, playing chicken with dash attacks, paying attention to the timing of your guns and using the debris
around you to your advantage makes for a very engaging experience. There are loads of ways to configure matches, different
game modes, etc. as well that should keep you and your friends busy, and your couch full.. Having been referred to as a
neanderthal more times than I would have liked in my life, being a caveman has never looked as good as it does in Far Cry
Primal. Think any FarCry game set in 10,000 BC, the textures, map/terrain (which is quite large) are impressive, Everything
works smoothly, from the concept-to the controls. In over 100hrs of gametime I've had NO issues whatsoever. Take it from the
man with the protruding forehead--A Very Enjoyable Game.. Thanks Tero Lunkka for once again reminding me that Steam
Direct is a broken system.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dPN4rpoK_NE

Battle of Keys is yet another game in the slough of Unreal Engine asset flips that this developer releases. They all follow the
same format of a hideous main menu and several "levels" of gameplay.

It's honestly hard to review this particular developer's games because they may well have been created by either an algorithm or
space reptiles trying to imitate our culture.

This is an FPS that uses a mashed up amount of random assets from the Unreal Engine store. The developer tells you it's low
poly, which in reality to them means removing textures from everything and calling it a day.

The player character is the stock Unreal Engine dummy model and the only enemies are police officers, despite police forces
not fitting with the setting or making any sense at all.

The shooting is god awful. There is only one weapon in the game that is useable at all. It looks, feels and does as much damage
as a nerf rifle.

The items in the game all had textures removed so you can't tell what anything is. Even the bullets had the textures removed
which just makes them round balls flying in the air.

Some of these removed textures cause graphical bugs in the game. For instance on the first level the hills outside of the play
area are completely textures with stock faces over the entire map. It's baffling how anyone could look at that and say it's worth
money.

The sad part is this isn't the worst game I've played from this developer, which should tell you just how lazy they are.

If you found this review helpful, check out my curator page to see everything I cover. 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/29029552\/
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